Abstract
Introduction
I n this new era of System On Chip(SoC), there is emphasis on providing all the components on a single chip including the memories. Normally, memories occupy approximately 70% of the total chip area and hence they are always a critical factor in determining the performance and yield of a chip. Since memories are very densely designed, seeing their criticality for any application, there has always been demand for high speed, power economic embeddable memories which are stable on silicon and give very good yield which is the key factor to maintain profitability and have a competitive edge in the market. Since different designs have different size requirements of memory blocks, catering to each specific demand separately is not a time effective solution. Therefore we need a solution through which we can generate different sizes of memories quickly. A memory block is an arrangement of memory cells in rows and columns, with the Input/Output blocks and decoders block along the periphery of the memory cell matrix. Here the idea is to divide the memory block in basic leaf cells and then have a compiler to assemble them in a memory specific to the customer requirements. The variable parameters are normally words, bits, mux, drive etc. So it is a one time effort of deciding the architecture, designing and verifying the memory compiler and the advantage is that we can reduce the time to market and overall cost of design.
In this paper, we are concentrating on the architecture and design aspects of a memory compiler. We have presented here some of the key features of designing a high speed memory. A read cycle can be broadly classified into 3 categories, i) Clock to wordline selection, ii) Bitline discharging and data sensing, iii) Resetting the intermediate signals for next cycle. In order to achieve a faster word line selection, we have used core splitting and dynamic decoding. The advantage of core splitting is that without an area overhead we gain in speed, whereas the key advantage of using a dynamic decoder is that address setup time is quite less as compared to the static decoding scheme. Bitline discharge rate is determined by the memory cells and we need to have a good balancing ratio between discharge rate, write margin and noise margin for it's functionality keeping in mind the density aspect. So we need to have a fast sensing scheme to overcome the limitations of the memory cells and in here we have used a bitline decoupled latch type sense amplifier for data sensing, which is able to detect a very low swing in bitline and has a very high gain factor. A unique selftiming scheme is employed to track the bitline delay and reset intermediate signals for the next cycle. Also dual Vth technique is used to gain further in terms of speed with memory cells in high Vth and the periphery in low Vth transistors.
Design concepts

Circuit partitioning
A conventional memory has a single core with input/output block, control and the decoding circuit build around it. This arrangement works well for a small memory, but as the memory size increases, the load (capacitive and the resistive) on the wordlines and bitlines also increases which in turn reduces the speed of the memory. If by any means we can reduce the resistive and the capacitive load, we can control the delay. There are various kinds of implementations worked upon till now to reduce the bitline and wordline loads. The most conventional one is the memory with a single core. But that is good for small memories only and the timings deteriorate for with increase in memory size. Another popular approach is to divide the core into number of pages and banks, this approach is good for both power and speed as the load on bitlines and wordlines is reduced, but it is not an area efficient solution as we need to have local wordlines and decoders for each page which increases the area. A very simple approach is to just split the core in two parts (see fig. 1 ) and use the same wordline driver for it (we can have different wordline drivers also if we can afford it). This way there will be two paths for the driver and each of the paths will see half of the capacitive and resistive loads as compared to the case in which there is only a single core.
Figure 1. Block diagram of a memory with a divided core and having the same wordline driver
We can represent the load on a word line as shown in fig. 2 . This pi network representation is quite close to the actual case [5] and gives us a very close approximation of signal propagation at node B in fig. 2 (a). 
It is obvious from the above equation and the value of the time constant T for both the case that though the points B1/B2 and B start rising almost at the same time (there will be a small time difference owing to the reduced capacitance at node A1 and A2, but we can neglect it) there is a time gain in both the nodes reaching the required voltage level of 1 as is shown in fig. 3 . So in this case without losing anything on area, we can achieve a faster signal transmission. 
Fast sensing and selftiming techniques
A considerable portion of the delay and the power is taken up in sensing of the data. Since the memory cells have very small transistors, the rate of discharge of the bitlines is very low and for fast data sensing we need a sense amplifier which can detect a very low swing in bitlines. This has twofold advantages, one , we will have fast access time, second, since the bitlines will be discharged by a small amount, power is saved in charging and discharging the bitlines.
Figure 4. A bitline decoupled latch type sense amplifier
A latch type sense amplifier gives a good result in terms of speed and power [2] , [4] because it is able to detect a very low bitline difference and gives a very high gain factor. But the point to be taken care in case of a latch type sense amplifier is when to switch on the sense. For this a selftiming technique is required to switch on the sense when a required bitline difference is obtained at the sense input. This selftiming technique should be such that it is able to maintain the required bitline difference in all the process, voltage and temperature conditions. In figure  4 ., schematic diagram of a bitline decoupled latch type amplifier is shown. As is shown in the figure, the bitlines are connected to the latch through two PMOS transistors and the signal SAEN is used for switching on the sense amplifier. SAEN is also used for activating the two pass transistors P2 and P3, hence at the time of sense activation, the bitlines are also decoupled and precharging of the bitlines can start at the same moment.
The selftiming strategy employed in this memory generator is as shown in Fig 5. It has a considerable advantage over the conventional delay chain method of implementing the selftiming and is also better than the replica technique discussed in [2] . The disadvantage in [2] is that although the replica cell is able to match the bitline delay, the SENSE ON signal and the wordline signals will have a load mismatch because of which each sense amplifier will see different bitline difference at the time of SENSE ON. If we use the dummy bitline signal after a series of inverter delays to activate the sense, the capacitive load on that signal will be different than the capacitive load on the wordline since the pass transistor sizes of a memcell will be different than the transistor sizes of the sense amplifier. So the sense activation signal will see a different load and the wordline will see a different load and even if the driver sizes are the same, there will be a difference in the signal propagation delay owing to the different loads on them. If we are able to match the load on this sense activation signal originating through the dummy bitline with the WL signal and also there driver sizes, we can ensure that all the sense amplifiers see the same kind of bitline difference at there inputs irrespective of the number of columns. In this implementation, we have used the clock signal which is enabling the row decoders for wordline selection to activate the dummy bitline discharge driver. The block diagram for this implementation is as shown in fig. 5 . The dummy bitline should be matched with the actual bitline. In this case we need to size the dummy bitline discharge driver such that it matches the discharge rate of the actual bitline. As is shown in fig. 5 , we can split the delay from Cki to SENSE ON in two paths:
Total delay = td1 + td2 Where, td1 = delay in dummy bitline discharge td2 = DBL_ to sense out delay. td1 is a variable delay which will depend on the number of rows, whereas td2 is a fixed delay independent of the memory size and dependent on the process, voltage and temperature conditions. The total delay td has to be matched with the delay in producing the desired bitline difference at the sense amplifier. Below the memory core, we have used another row with a dummy memcell which matches the actual wordline. This is to ensure matching between both actual wordline WL and the dummy wordline DWL. This is done to ensure that all the sense amplifiers will be will be activated at the same bitline difference at their inputs. The RESET signal is also generated from the dummy bitline itself.
Dual Vth usage
In order to gain in speed, reducing the threshold voltage is a very effective technique [1] , [3] . It is also advantageous at low voltage operations where we gain both in terms of speed and power. We have used this technique to improve the speed of our memory. Excluding the memory cells, the dummy row and the sense amplifier, rest all of the digital logic has been converted to low Vth transistors. The memory cells have been excluded since being very small transistors, the leakage current will increase whereas the gain in speed is almost negligible. The control block, the decoders and IO blocks are all in low Vth, whereas the memory cells, the dummy column and dummy row along with the sense amplifier are in high Vth. Having this kind of configuration has helped us in gaining in speed and also reducing the dynamic power consumption by a considerable amount. 
Implementation
Utilizing the above mentioned techniques, a memory compiler has been designed with words ranging from 32 to 16k and bits variance from 2 to 64. The core is split in two parts and different mux options viz. mux4, mux8 and mux16 are provided to have a balancing ratio between the wordline and bitline capacitances. The memory core is arranged such that it can have a maximum of 1024 rows with 512 columns or 512 rows with 1024 columns subject to the condition that the ratio of the numbers of rows and columns should meet the following criterion: In this memory the latch type sense amplifier is used for data sensing and the timing sequence is tuned to achieve sense amplifier operation at a bitline difference of 18mv at 1.8v and 25 DegC. In this arrangement, one sense amplifier is assigned to every 4 columns and the column decoded signals are used for connecting the correct pair of bitlines to the sense amplifier. Also depending on the number of rows, different discharge transistor sizes are chosen in order to have the optimum desired bitline difference at the time of "SENSE ON" for different sizes of memory and avoid paying penalty in terms of delay and power for any other given size.
Results
Using before mentioned techniques, a testchip has been fabricated with 6 memories each of different sizes and aspect ratio with built in self test and characterization circuits. Shown below in the table are the timing figures for 8kx16 cut for different voltage and temperature conditions. taa is the access time in read cycle, taaw is the access time in write cycle and tas is the address setup time whereas tcycle is the operating speed of the memory. 
Conclusion
This paper proposes a few techniques of designing a memory which gives us the best speed and is also power economic. As is shown in the results, by judiciously designing the sense amplifiers, tuning the selftime path and also deriving multiple clocks and proper synchronization of them with the main clock, we can achieve good timings. In the row decoding section, using 4 clocks anded with the address actually reduces the power consumed by the decoder block to ¼ as compared to the case in which only one clock is used.
